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Generic Enumerations: Completely, Fairly
(Functional Pearl)
ANONYMOUS AUTHOR(S)
How can we enumerate the inhabitants of an algebraic data type? This pearl explores a datatype generic solution that works for a wide variety of types, including the regular types and indexed families. The enumerators
presented here are provably complete—they will eventually produce every value—and fair—they avoid bias
in the order of elements.

1 INTRODUCTION
To reduce the cost of formal verification, lightweight techniques—such as program testing—can
help catch some errors early. Property-based testing is one approach to software testing that has
been popularised by libraries such as QuickCheck [Claessen and Hughes 2000]. Property-based
testing libraries try to find counterexamples that falsify a property that is expected to hold by
passing automatically generated inputs to the programs being tested. If no counterexample can
be found, the property may not hold in general—but in practice many ‘obvious’ errors in the code
and its specification can be found in this fashion.
The central technology that underlies property-based testing libraries is the generation of suitable test values to serve as input to the programs being tested. This paper shows how to enumerate
all the values inhabiting a given data type. This enumeration is complete—it is guaranteed to produce every inhabitant eventually—and fair—producing results in a balanced fashion. The enumerators we define here are data type generic, enumerating all the inhabitants of every regular data
type and indexed family. Finally, although efficiency is not our primary concern, we show how we
can exploit the recursive structure of our data types to avoid superfluous computation.
It is important to emphasise that this is not a new problem, or even a new idea. There is a
substantial body of work on generating random data and enumerating data types—some of which
we try to cover in the related work section of this paper; yet we feel the exposition here, showing
how the enumeration of indexed data families is a natural generalisation of the enumeration of
regular data types, is still worthwhile. We strive to keep the presentation simple and clean, while
still formally verifying the key properties enumerations support.
About this paper. All definitions and proofs shown or mentioned in this paper have been formalised in Agda [Norell 2009], although we have taken some notational liberties to improve the
presentation: we omit universally quantified implicits and universe levels. Although we use Agda
in this paper to present our ideas, we believe that they are applicable in other proof assistants using dependent types, such as Coq [Coq Development Team 2020], Idris [Brady 2013], F★ [Swamy
et al. 2016], or Lean [de Moura et al. 2015].
2 FAIR AND COMPLETE ENUMERATION
In this section, we will define the key types, combinators, and properties of enumerators that we
will use throughout this paper. What does it mean to enumerate the inhabitants of a type A? The
simplest definition might be some list of values of A:
Enumerator : Set → Set
Enumerator A = List A
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Yet many recursive data types, such as trees or lists, have an infinite number of inhabitants. Hence
a (finite) list will not suffice; we could use a (potentially infinite) ‘co-list’ instead, but instead we
will choose a slightly different approach. The central type of this paper, Enumerator, is defined as
follows:
Enumerator : Set → Set → Set
Enumerator A B = List A → List B

We define an enumerator as a function from lists to lists. Given a list of structurally ‘smaller’ ingredients of type A that we have already constructed, an enumerator builds a list containing ‘larger’
elements of type B. For the moment, however, we will not use argument list passed to an enumerator until consider the enumeration of recursive data types (Section 2.3).
2.1

Enumerator Combinators

The simplest enumerators are the empty enumerator (producing no elements) and singleton enumerators (producing exactly one element):
∅ : Enumerator A B
∅ = const []
pure : B → Enumerator A B
pure x = const [ x ]

Both these enumerators ignore their parameter and immediately return a list.
Furthermore, enumerators are functorial in their second argument; we can define the required
operation (⟨$⟩) by mapping over the resulting list of values:
_⟨$⟩_ : (A → B) → Enumerator C A → Enumerator C B
f ⟨$⟩ e = map f ∘ e

Next, we would like to combine the elements produced by two enumerations using the following
choice operator:
_⟨∣⟩_ : (e₁ e₂ : Enumerator A B) → Enumerator A B

The obvious way to define this operation, is by appending the resulting lists:
(e₁ ⟨∣⟩ e₂) as = (e₁ as) + (e₂ as)

At this point, however, it is worth thinking about the properties that we expect this combinator
to satisfy. One important property is that each element produced by either e₁ or e₂ should also
occur in e₁ ⟨∣⟩ e₂. To reason about the elements produced by our enumerators, we will use the _∈_
relation, capturing when an element occurs somewhere in a list:
data _∈_ : A → List A → Set where
Here : x ∈ (x :: xs)
There : x ∈ xs → x ∈ (y :: xs)

It is easy to prove that the append operator on lists preserves this relation:
inl : x ∈ xs → x ∈ (xs + ys)
inr : y ∈ ys → y ∈ (xs + ys)

In practice, however, combining lists in this fashion is biased: all the elements of xs will appear in
the resulting enumeration before the first element of ys. What property can we use to rule out this
definition?
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Fairness. To avoid this bias, we begin by defining an ordering on the elements of our enumerations.
To do so, we begin by mapping each position in a list to its corresponding natural number:
∣_∣ : x ∈ xs → Nat
∣ Here ∣
= Zero
∣ There p ∣ = Succ ∣ p ∣

Now we can compare two positions—not necessarily in the same list—by using the familiar ordering on their underlying natural numbers:
_≺_ : x ∈ xs → y ∈ ys → Set
p≺q = ∣p∣<∣q∣

Now that we have on order on positions, we can return to our original problem: formulating and
proving fairness of the choice operator. The inl and inr lemmas above prove that the + operation
does not discard elements; constructively, however, we can also regard them as functions that
compute where the elements of xs and ys will appear in the resulting list. Using our ordering on
positions, we can now use the inl and inr lemmas to formulate the following fairness properties:
(p : x ∈ xs) (q : y ∈ ys) → p ≺ q → inl p ≺ inr q
(p : x ∈ xs) (q : y ∈ ys) → p ≺ q → inr p ≺ inl q

The + operator satisfies the first property, but not the second: the first element of ys will come
after the last element of xs in xs + ys. For this reason, as the + operation does not respect the
order of elements, we consider it to be unfair.
Fair choice. So what is a fair notion of choice operator? Unsurprisingly, the solution is to draw
elements alternatingly from the two lists:
interleave : List A → List A → List A
interleave [] ys
= ys
interleave (x :: xs) ys = x :: interleave ys xs

In contrast to the list append function, interleave is fair. To establish this, we begin by showing
that it does not discard elements:
interleave∈-left : (xs ys : List a) → x ∈ xs → x ∈ interleave xs ys
interleave∈-right : (xs ys : List a) → y ∈ ys → y ∈ interleave xs ys

In contrast to appending lists, however, interleaving lists is fair, as witnessed by a pair of lemmas
with the following types:
(p : x ∈ xs) (q : y ∈ ys) → p ≺ q → (interleave∈-left xs ys p) ≺ (interleave∈-right xs ys q)
(p : x ∈ xs) (q : y ∈ ys) → p ≺ q → (interleave∈-right xs ys p) ≺ (interleave∈-left xs ys q)

Using the interleave function, we can now define a fair choice operation on enumerators easily
enough:
_⟨∣⟩_ : (e₁ e₂ : Enumerator A B) → Enumerator A B
e₁ ⟨∣⟩ e₂ = 𝜆 as → interleave (e₁ as) (e₂ as)

We can use the choice operation to enumerate types that have more than one constructor, such as
the booleans:
bools : Enumerator A Bool
bools = pure false ⟨∣⟩ pure true
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2.2

Fairly applicative & fairly monadic

Next, we would like to show that these enumerators are applicative by defining the usual applicative ⊛ operator:
_⊛_ : Enumerator C (A → B) → Enumerator C A → Enumerator C B

The ‘obvious’ definition of ⊛ uses the concatMap on the underlying lists:
(e₁ ⊛ e₂) ts = concatMap (λ f → map f (e₂ ts)) (e₁ ts)

However, just as we saw for + , the concat function is not fair: it is biased towards elements that
occur in earlier lists. Recall that the concat function has the following type:
concat : List (List A) → List A

Where our previous fairness properties established that the order of elements in a list are preserved,
we now need to reason about (the order of) elements in lists-of-lists. To do so, we define the
following relation:
data _∈∈_ (x : A) (xss : List (List A)) : Set where
_,_ : { xs : List A } → xs ∈ xss → x ∈ xs → x ∈∈ xss

That is, to establish that x : a occurs in xss : List (List a) we need to find an xs such that x ∈ xs and
xs ∈ xss. Using the comma as constructor enables us to write such proofs as (p , q), reminiscent
of the notation used to denote a point on the Cartesian plane.
The key idea behind our fair version of the applicative ⊛ operator is to traverse the list-of-lists
in column major order: beginning with all the first elements of the inner lists, before continuing
recursively. Or equivalently, we will transpose and then flatten the outer list. Doing so will respect the order of the elements in the inner lists, ensuring that we select elements for the list of
enumerated values fairly.
Before defining the transpose function, we need an auxiliary definition:
zipCons : List A → List (List A) → List (List A)
zipCons []
yss
= yss
zipCons (x :: xs) []
= map [_] (x :: xs)
zipCons (x :: xs) (ys :: yss) = (x :: ys) :: zipCons xs yss

The call zipCons xs xss function adds the i-th element of xs to the head of the i-th list in xss. We
need to take some care here to ensure that elements are not discarded if the length of the lists
differ. The following two lemmas ensure that zipCons does not discard elements:
zipCons∈ : ∀ x ∈ xs → x ∈∈ zipCons xs xss
zipCons∈∈ : ∀ x ∈∈ xss → x ∈∈ zipCons xs xss

Using zipCons, we can now define the transpose function directly:
transpose : List (List A) → List (List A)
transpose []
= []
transpose (xs :: xss) = zipCons xs (transpose xss)

As you would expect, transpose also does not discard elements:
transpose∈∈ : x ∈∈ xss → x ∈∈ transpose xss

Finally, we can use transpose to define a fair merge operation that begins by listing the first
elements of its constituent lists, followed by the second elements, and so forth:
merge : List (List A) → List A
merge xss = concat (transpose xss)
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Once again, the merge operation preserves the elements:
merge∈∈ : x ∈∈ xss → x ∈ merge xss
merge∈∈ h = concat∈∈ (transpose∈∈ h)

Furthermore, we can prove that the merge operation is fair in the following sense:
merge-fair : (p₁ : xs ∈ xss) (p₂ : x ∈ xs) (q₁ : ys ∈ xss) (q₂ : y ∈ ys) →
p₂ ≺ q₂ → merge∈∈ (p₁ , p₂) ≺ merge∈∈ (q₁ , q₂)

This proof of fairness relies on a characteristic property of transposition:
∣transpose∣ : (p₁ : xs ∈ xss) (p₂ : x ∈ xs) → ∣ p₂ ∣ ≡ ∣ fst (transpose∈∈ (p₁ , p₂)) ∣

In other words, the transpose function maps every element of the i-th column to a position in the
i-th row. The merge-fair lemma follows immediately from this property.
Using this merge operation, we can now finally give a fair definition of the applicative ⊛ operator for our enumerators:
_⊛_ : Enumerator C (A → B) → Enumerator C A → Enumerator C B
e₁ ⊛ e₂ = 𝜆 cs → merge (map (𝜆 f → map f (e₂ cs)) (e₁ cs))

This allows us to write enumerators in the familiar applicative style. For example, we can compute
the Cartesian product of elements generated by two enumerators as follows:
pairs
: Enumerator C A → Enumerator C B → Enumerator C (A × B)
pairs e₁ e₂ = _,_ ⟨$⟩ e₁ ⊛ e₂

These enumerators are not only applicative, but also monadic:
_ ≫= _ : Enumerator C A → (A → Enumerator C B) → Enumerator C B
(e₁ ≫= e₂) = 𝜆 cs → merge (map (λ x → e₂ x cs) (e₁ cs))

The monadic structure of enumerators is necessary to combine enumerators whose type may depend on a previously generated element. Once we attempt to enumerate indexed families, the
monadic bind operation becomes essential. To illustrate this point, consider the following enumerator for dependent pairs, also known as Σ-types:
sigmas : Enumerator C A → ((x : A) → Enumerator C (B x)) → Enumerator C (Σ A B)
sigmas e f = e ≫= λ x →
f x ≫= λ y →
pure (x , y)

Since the type enumerated by f is dependent on its argument, the value generated for the first
element of the pair, x, needs to be in scope to extract the corresponding enumerator. It is instructive
to compare this enumerator with the one for pairs we saw previously: in the dependent case, the
choice of the value for the first component influences the enumeration of the second component.
2.3

Recursive enumerators

How can we define an enumerator for a recursive type? This will be where we use the additional
argument passed to each enumerator. Consider the following data type for binary trees:
data Tree : Set where
Leaf : Tree
Node : Tree → Tree → Tree

If we naively try to compute the list of trees of a given size, we might use the applicative instance
for lists to write:
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list-trees : Nat → List Tree
list-trees Zero
= []
list-trees (Succ n) = [ Leaf ] + Node ⟨$⟩ list-trees n ⊛ list-trees n

In this way, a call to list-trees n will compute a list of trees with depth at most n. There is, however,
a problem with this definition: the two calls to trees n give rise to an exponentially slow function.
Fortunately, there is a well-known solution: we can pass the result of the previous recursive as an
argument to our enumerator, avoiding the superfluous recomputation. This is where our additional
list argument in the definition of the enumerator type will finally be used.
Firstly, we can define the following trivial enumerator, rec, that simply returns its argument list:
rec : Enumerator A A
rec = 𝜆 as → as

We can now use almost all the combinators we have seen so far to define a ‘recursive’ enumerator
for trees:
trees : Enumerator Tree Tree
trees = pure Leaf ⟨∣⟩ Node ⟨$⟩ rec ⊛ rec

Note that this enumerator is not really recursive: it simply defines a function List A → List A. By
iteratively applying this function to an initially empty list we can create lists of increasingly deep
trees. More generally, we can define the enumerate function that produces a finite list of elements
of type A from its argument enumerator:
enumerate : Enumerator A A → Nat → List A
enumerate e n = iterate n e []
where
iterate : Nat → (A → A) → A → A
iterate Zero
fx = x
iterate (Succ n) f x = f (iterate n f x)

Crucially, we avoid unnecessary recursive calls in this style, as we saw in the list-trees function.
Here all the ‘smaller’ trees are passed as an argument to the trees function; the trees function
itself describes a single step in the generation process, assembling larger trees from the subtrees
in its argument list. Of course, there are other possible interpretations of an enumerator, such as
producing an infinite stream of increasingly long lists. For the purpose of this paper, however, we
will only concern ourselves with the enumerate function.
2.4

Enumerator completeness

The type of our enumerators does not guarantee anything about its behaviour. For example, the
following enumerator for the booleans is type correct, but wrong:
boolsWrong : Enumerator Bool Bool
boolsWrong = ∅

To rule out such definitions, we identify the key property that our enumerators must satisfy: completeness. An enumerator is complete when every possible value of a type will eventually be generated. In the remainder of this section, we will make this precise.
We begin by defining the following Occurs relation:
data Occurs (x : A) (e : Enumerator A A) : Set where
occurs : (n : Nat) → x ∈ enumerate e n → Occurs x e
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When there is some natural number n such that x ∈ enumerate e n, we say that x occurs in the
enumerator e. An enumerator e is complete when each x : A occurs in e:
Complete : Enumerator A A → Set
Complete e = ∀ x → Occurs x e

To prove an enumerator e is Complete amounts to showing that for every value x : A, we will
eventually produce x in the list enumerator e n for large enough values of n.
To demonstrate how completeness proofs may help to weed out erroneous, but type-correct
definitions, we consider the completeness proof for the simple enumerator of the booleans, bools,
that we saw previously:
bools-complete : Complete bools
bools-complete false = occurs 1 (Here)
bools-complete true = occurs 1 (There Here)

On the other hand, it is not possible to construct a proof that boolsWrong is a complete enumerator;
a fortiori, we can prove that boolsWrong is not complete:
boolsWrong-not-complete : Complete boolsWrong → ⊥

In what follows, we will rarely write completeness proofs by hand, but rather define generic enumerators that are complete by construction.
3 GENERIC ENUMERATION OF REGULAR TYPES
In the previous section, we gave a handful of example of enumerator for booleans and trees. In this
section, we show to generalise these results and write a generic enumerator for a collection simple
algebraic data types; that is, we show how suitable enumerators can be generated by induction over
the structure of such types.
To achieve this, we will reify a collection of types as values of some universe U : Set. A universe
is accompanied by a semantics, ⟦_⟧, that interprets values in U as an Agda type. To define a generic
enumerator (approximately) amounts to defining a function:
enumerate : (u : U) → Enumerator ⟦ u ⟧ ⟦ u ⟧

To illustrate the general approach, we start by defining enumerators for the regular types before
moving on to a more complicated universe in the next section. Despite its simplicity, this universe
is able to describe many familiar, simple algebraic data types.
3.1

Regular types

The universe of regular types contains the empty type (zero), unit type (one), recursion (var) and
type constants (k), and is closed under products (⊗) and coproducts (⊕). We describe regular types
as values of the description type Desc:1
data Desc (P : Set → Set) : Set where
zero : Desc P
one : Desc P
var : Desc P
k
: (S : Set) → { P S } → Desc P
_⊗_ : (D₁ D₂ : Desc P) → Desc P
_⊕_ : (D₁ D₂ : Desc P) → Desc P
1 The Desc

type, as presented here, is large as the constant constructor quanties over all types. While we
omit universe levels from the typeset version of this paper, it is easy to stratify this construction by only
allowing constants drawn from some smaller universe U : Set.
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This definition is mostly standard. Descriptions have an extra parameter, P : Set → Set, that
describes what (if any) extra information needs to be recorded for the constants. In what follows,
we will use this to require information about how to enumerate the inhabitants of type constants
that appear in a description.
To write generic programs, we need to give an interpretation (or semantics) to descriptions. We
define the semantics of descriptions as a functor Set → Set in the usual fashion:
⟦_⟧ : Desc P → (Set → Set)
⟦ zero
⟧X = ⊥
⟦ one
⟧X = ⊤
⟦ var
⟧X = X
⟦kS
⟧X = S
⟦ D₁ ⊗ D₂ ⟧ X = ⟦ D₁ ⟧ X × ⟦ D₂ ⟧ X
⟦ D₁ ⊕ D₂ ⟧ X = ⟦ D₁ ⟧ X ⊎ ⟦ D₂ ⟧ X

This definition is entirely standard. By taking the fix-point of these functors, we can model simple
recursive data types such trees and lists. The Fix data type ties the recursive knot:
data Fix (D : Desc P) : Set where
In : ⟦ D ⟧ (Fix D) → Fix D

By defining the Desc data type explicitly, allows us to define (generic) functions by pattern matching on the constructors of Desc.
Example: Lists. As an example, we consider how to encode the List type as a value of Desc:
data List (A : Set) : Set where
[] : List A
_::_ : A → List A → List A

We choose the description ListD : Set → Desc such that Fix (ListD A) is isomorphic to List A:
ListD : Set → Desc (λ → ⊤)
ListD A = one ⊕ (k A ⊗ var)

The description ListD consists of a coproduct (or choice) of either one (representing the empty list,
[]), or a pair consisting of a constant value of type A, and a recursive position (corresponding to
::). We can describe the singleton list 0 :: [], for example, as a value of type Fix (ListD Nat):
consZeroNil = In (inj₂ (0 , In (inj₁ tt)))

3.2

A Generic Enumerator For Regular Types

We are now ready to define a generic enumerator for regular types. Down the line, this means that
we give a definition for an generic enumeration function, genumerate, with the following type:
genumerate : (D : Desc List) → Enumerator (Fix D) (Fix D)

Given any description D we will enumerate the recursive data types that can be built from this
description. Note that we expect a description, D : Desc List, that already stores a (finite) list of
all the constant types that occur in our descriptions.
We cannot define this genumerate function directly. In particular, because Desc is closed under
products and coproducts, we need to recurse over the description as we define its enumerator. To
do so, we must be careful to separate the description under consideration (D₁) from the description
that describes the type of recursive positions (D₂):
enumerateD : ∀ (D₁ D₂ : Desc List) → Enumerator (Fix D₂) (⟦ D₁ ⟧ (Fix D₂))
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This is a common pattern when defining such generic functions—passing two descriptions to a
generic function: one representing the top-level description; whereas the other description is traversed recursively.
The definition of this enumerateD function is now immediate, using all the auxiliary functions
defined in the previous section.
enumerateD : ∀ (D : Desc List) { D’ : Desc List } → Enumerator (Fix D’) (⟦ D ⟧ (Fix D’))
enumerateD zero
= ∅
enumerateD one
= pure tt
enumerateD (k A { as }) = const as
enumerateD var
= rec
enumerateD (D₁ ⊕ D₂) = (inj₁ ⟨$⟩ enumerateD D₁) ⟨∣⟩ (inj₂ ⟨$⟩ enumerateD D₂)
enumerateD (D₁ ⊗ D₂) = pairs (enumerateD D₁) (enumerateD D₂)

For the sake of completeness, we briefly go through the individual cases one by one. As there are
no inhabitants of the empty type, we simply return the empty list in the case for zero. Similarly,
there is a single inhabitant of the unit type. In the case for one we therefore return the singleton list
with the value tt. When we encounter a constant type A, we have an implicit argument as : List A.
We can simply return this list of values, ignoring the list of subtrees we receive as an additional
argument.
This leaves the three most interesting cases: recursive positions, coproducts and products. When
we encounter a recursive position designated by the var constructor, we return the list of ‘smaller’
values that we are passed as an argument. This is similar to how we generated subtrees for the
Node constructor in enumerator for binary trees in the previous section. In the case for coproducts,
D₁ ⊕ D₂, we make two recursive calls on both D₁ and D₂, map the injections inj₁ and inj₂ over
these results, and interleave the resulting values. Finally, in the case for products takes a Cartesian
product of the two recursive calls. The pairs function that computes this Cartesian product is
defined in Section 2.
Using the enumerateD function, we can now write our generic enumerator as follows:
genumerate : (D : Desc List) → Enumerator (Fix D) (Fix D)
genumerate D = 𝜆 ts → map In (enumerateD D ts)

This function simply calls the enumerateD function with the description D. This will result in a
list of values of type ⟦ D ⟧ (Fix D); mapping the In constructor over this list of values produces
the desired List (Fix D).
Example: enumerating lists. To illustrate our generic enumerator in action, we can revisit the
description of lists we saw previously. We begin by defining the following description for lists of
a given type A:
ListD : { A : Set } → List A → Desc List
ListD { A } as = one ⊕ (k A { as } ⊗ var)

The ListD function requires an argument as : List A, enumerating the elements of A. We can use
this description to enumerate all lists up to some length as follows:
lists : { A : Set } → (xs : List A) → Nat → List (Fix (ListD xs))
lists xs = enumerate (genumerate (ListD xs))

For example, the following expression enumerates all lists consisting of at most three constructors,
containing the characters ’a’ and ’b’:
lists (’a’ :: (’b’ :: [])) 3
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This example illustrates most of the constructors of our Desc type. In particular, we can use the
enumerators for constant types to generate primitive values such as characters, that have no associated data type declaration.
Completeness. We now briefly sketch the completeness proof, establishing that our generic enumerators will eventually produce every possible value.
To prove our generic enumerators are complete, amounts to showing that for all x : Fix D
there is an n : Nat such that x ∈ enumerate (genumerate D) n. It should not come as a surprise
that the required number n corresponds to the number of times we need to unroll the fixed-point
to produce x. We refer to this number as the depth of a given tree; it can be readily computed as
follows:
mutual
depthD : (D : Desc P) →
depthD zero
=
depthD one
=
depthD (k )
=
depthD var
x
=
depthD (D₁ ⊕ D₂) (inj₁ x) =
depthD (D₁ ⊕ D₂) (inj₂ y) =
depthD (D₁ ⊗ D₂) (x , y) =

{ D’ : Desc P } → ⟦ D ⟧ (Fix D’) → Nat
0
0
0
depth x
depthD D₁ x
depthD D₂ y
max (depthD D₁ x) (depthD D₂ y)

depth : (D : Desc P) → Fix D → Nat
depth D (In x) = Succ (depthD D x)

To prove that some x : Fix D is indeed in the corresponding enumerator requires some thought.
We need a careful recursive argument: in particular, the depth of a pair returns the maximum depth
of its elements. As a result, we need to use strong induction to show that our generic enumerator
is complete, i.e. we can formulate and prove the following property:
completeD : (D : Desc List) (x : ⟦ D ⟧ (Fix D’)) (xs : List (Fix D’)) →
((y : (Fix D’)) → depth y ≤ depthR D x → y ∈ xs) →
x ∈ enumerateD D xs

Informally, this property states that x is guaranteed to occur in the the generic enumerator built
from the list of values xs, provided each subtree y that x may contain already occurs in xs. The proof
itself follows from the key property of our enumerator combinators that we showed in Section 2:
they never discard elements.
Next, we can define the corresponding top-level proof that calls the completeD lemma, while
passing itself recursively to prove the completeness of any recursive calls:
complete : ∀ (D : Desc List) (x : Fix D) (n : Nat) → depth x ≤ n →
x ∈ enumerate (genumerate D) n

Finally, we can use this lemma to establish that all our generic enumerators are complete:
genumerateComplete : (D : Desc List) → Complete (genumerate D)

We have chosen to ignore constant types in this proof sketch. To complete the proof, we need to
extend the completeD lemma with a further assumption that the lists of elements associated with
the constant types that occur in D exhaustively enumerate all possible constants. Nonetheless, the
proof terms for complete and completeD are fairly straightforward—once these definitions are
fixed—spanning about twenty lines of proof and using a handful of auxiliary lemmas.
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4 GENERIC ENUMERATORS FOR INDEXED FAMILIES
While regular types are fairly straightforward to enumerate, the enumeration of indexed types is
more of a challenge. To tackle this problem, we need to shift from our universe of regular types to
one capable of describing indexed data types.
4.1

Universe Definition

The universe of indexed descriptions describes a wide collection of indexed data types. We closely
follow the exposition by Dagand [Dagand 2013], but similar constructions are ubiquitous in generic
programming with indexed families [Benke et al. 2003; Chapman et al. 2010; Dagand and McBride
2012]. Where previously we constructed the codes regular types directly as a value in Desc P, we
need to generalise this to handle indexed families of types. To do so, we introduce the following
type constructor:
Func : (Set → Set) → Set → Set
Func P I = I → IDesc P I

The type I corresponds to the index set. For example, vectors are indexed by a natural number. To
describe such indexed families, we define a function Func P I that computes the indexed description for each possible value i : I.
The type of codes, IDesc, is similar to the codes for regular types that we saw previously:
data IDesc (P : Set → Set) (I : Set) : Set where
zero : IDesc P I
one : IDesc P I
var : (i : I) → IDesc P I
_⊕_ : (D₁ D₂ : IDesc P I) → IDesc P I
_⊗_ : (D₁ D₂ : IDesc P I) → IDesc P I
‘Σ : (S : Set) → { P S } →
(S → IDesc P I) → IDesc P I

The IDesc data type has constructors for the empty type (zero), unit type (one), the recursive positions (var) and is closed under products (⊗) and coproducts (⊕). Note that the recursive positions
now contain further index information: the var constructor takes a value i : I as its argument.
We use this value to designate the index associated with each recursive position. Finally, indexed
descriptions are closed under dependent products (‘Σ), consisting of a constant type S and a description depending on S. We again include an extra parameter P : Set → Set to allow for extra
information to be stored about the constant type stored in the first component of a dependent
pair. We shall see examples of these indexed description shortly, but first we need to assign them
semantics.
The associated semantics, ⟦_⟧, interprets a code with index type I to a function (I → Set) → Set.
The argument function, I → Set, is used to assign semantics to the recursive positions:
⟦_⟧ : IDesc P I → (I → Set) → Set
⟦ one
⟧X = ⊤
⟦ zero
⟧X = ⊥
⟦ var i
⟧X = Xi
⟦ D₁ ⊗ D₂ ⟧ X = ⟦ D₁ ⟧ X × ⟦ D₂ ⟧ X
⟦ D₁ ⊕ D₂ ⟧ X = ⟦ D₁ ⟧ X ⊎ ⟦ D₂ ⟧ X
⟦ ‘Σ S f ⟧ X = Σ S λ s → ⟦ f s ⟧ X
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Finally, we use the data type Fix to tie the recursive knot and take the least fix-point of indexed
descriptions:
data Fix { P : Set → Set } (φ : Func P I) (i : I) : Set where
In : ⟦ φ i ⟧ (Fix φ) → Fix φ i

Example: Vectors. As an example, we consider the familiar example of a dependent type, namely
vectors:
data Vec (A : Set) : Nat → Set where
[] : Vec A Zero
_::_ : A → Vec A n → Vec A (Succ n)

A value of type Vec A n is only inhabited by lists of length n. We can describe Vec as follows:
VecF : Set → Func (λ → ⊤) Nat
= one
VecF Zero
VecF A (Succ n) = ‘Σ A (λ → var n)

We choose the indexed description VecF carefully such that Fix (VecF A) n is isomorphic to
Vec A n. Rather than modelling the choice between the constructors [] and :: as a coproduct, we
use the fact that there is only one constructor of Vec available for each constructor of the index,
returning one (corresponding to []) if the length is Zero, and a pair consisting of a value of type
A and a recursive position with index n (corresponding to ::) if the index is of the form Succ n.
Of course, the lack of coproducts in this description is specific to vectors: each index is associated
with a single constructor.
4.2

A generic enumerator for indexed types

The generic enumerator for regular types is straightforward, once we defined the types and combinators for defining enumerators. In this section, we show how it can be extended to an enumerator
for the indexed descriptions.
First, we revisit our type of enumerators. Rather than pass in a list of ‘smaller values’ as we did
previously, we need to account for the additional index information. In particular, we are no longer
passed a single list, but rather a function that maps each index i : I to a list of smaller values:
IEnumerator : { I : Set } → (I → Set) → Set → Set
IEnumerator { I } A B = ((i : I) → List (A i)) → List B

While we could also let the result type B depend on I, we will refrain from doing so—we will not
need this additional generality. The semantics of our indexed descriptions ⟦_⟧ simply returns a
Set—hence it suffices to generate a simple list of values. Note that these indexed enumerators are
strictly more general than the simple Enumerator type from the introduction. Instantiating the
index set to the unit type, yields a type that is isomorphic to the original enumerators defined
in Section 2. Throughout the remainder of this section, we will use the familiar combinators for
writing enumerators—even if we should strictly speaking provide alternative versions with the
same definition, but a more general (indexed) type.
The generic enumerator once again consists of two parts: the first pattern matches on its argument description; the second is used to recurse back to the top-level description being enumerated.
The first part, ienumerateD, produces a list of values of type ⟦ D ⟧ (Fix φ), given a description
D and interpretation of the recursive positions, φ. The definition is reassuringly familiar, as most
cases follow the same structure as we saw for the regular types.
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ienumerateD : (desc : IDesc List I) → IEnumerator (Fix φ) (⟦ desc ⟧ (Fix φ))
ienumerateD zero
= ∅
ienumerateD one
= pure [ tt ]
ienumerateD (D₁ ⊗ D₂) = pairs (ienumerateD D₁) (ienumerateD D₂)
ienumerateD (D₁ ⊗ D₂) = (inj₁ ⟨$⟩ enumerateD D₁) ⟨∣⟩ (inj₂ ⟨$⟩ enumerateD D₂)
ienumerateD (var i)
= 𝜆 rec → rec i
ienumerateD (‘Σ S { e } f) = e ≫= 𝜆 s →
ienumerateD (f s) ≫= 𝜆 x →
return (s , x)

The first four cases should be familiar: the empty type, the unit type, products and coproducts were
all covered previously. When we encounter a recursive subtree, var i, we once again use the list of
smaller values we are passed. Rather than return the list directly, as we did for regular types, we
return the list of values at index i. Finally, in the case for dependent pairs, ‘Σ, we use the (implicit)
enumerator, e, stored in the constructor to produce a value of type S; the second component, is
then produced using a recursive call to the enumeratorD function using f s as the new description
to enumerate.
The top-level generic igenumerate invokes ienumerateD, instantiating the indexed description
with φ i:
igenumerate : ∀ φ i → IEnumerator (Fix φ) (Fix φ i)
igenumerate φ i = In ⟨$⟩ ienumerateD (φ i) φ

Finally, we adapt the previous definition of our enumerate function to iteratively apply our enumerators a fixed number of times:
ienumerate : ((i : I) → IEnumerator A (A i)) → (i : I) → Nat → List (A i)
ienumerate f i Zero
= []
ienumerate f i (Succ n) = f i (λ i → ienumerate f i n)

Proving completeness
One pleasant property of our development is that many definitions and proofs on the universe of
regular types can be easily extended to indexed families. Just as we defined the depth function
on regular types, the idepth function counts the number of times the (indexed) functor must be
unrolled to produce a given value:
idepthD : (D : IDesc P I) → ⟦ D ⟧ (Fix φ) → Nat
idepth : ∀ Fix φ i → Nat

With these definitions in place, we can once again proceed to define the key lemma, icompleteD,
by induction on the indexed description D:
icompleteD : (D : IDesc List I) (x : ⟦ D ⟧ (Fix φ)) (xsi : (i : I) → List (Fix φ i)) →
(∀ i → (y : Fix φ i) → idepth y < idepthD D x → y ∈ xsi i) →
x ∈ ienumerateD D xsi

The general structure of this proof is the same as we saw for the regular universe, completeD.
There are a few differences worth pointing out. Instead of receiving a list of ‘smaller’ values that
have previously been constructed, we are passed a function xsi : (i : I) → List (Fix φ i),
that computes a list of values for each possible index. The stronger induction hypothesis in the
penultimate argument guarantees that any y : Fix φ i will appear in the list associated with the
index i. Each cases of this proof closely follows its regular counterpart. The base case for one is
trivial; the cases for products and coproducts relies on the completeness of the pairs and interleave
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combinators; in the case for recursive subtrees, we use our induction hypothesis. If D is a dependent pair, however, the proof is slightly more challenging. Recall that ‘Σ correspond to dependent
products—we can mimic the completeness proof for pairs, though we have to prove new auxiliary
lemmas that establish well-behavedness of the sigmas combinator. To prove completeness, we do
require completeness of the enumerator for the set S that is used by the dependent product—just
as we did for constants in the universe of regular types.
Finally, we can provide a suitable top-level completeness statement. The type of this statement
is daunting at first, but captures the same style of recursion as we saw for the complete lemma in
the previous section:
icomplete : ∀ (φ : I → IDesc List I) (i : I) (x : Fix φ i) (n : Nat) →
idepth x ≤ n → x ∈ ienumerate (igenumerate φ) n i

Its proof is analogous: pattern matching on the In constructor and calling the icompleteD lemma
sketched above. Once again, this proof sketch does not explicitly mention the constant types that
appear in an indexed description, such as the type S that occurs in the ‘Σ constructor. To handle
these, we require an additional argument explicitly assuming that the lists stored for these values
are also complete.
5

CASE STUDY: ENUMERATING LAMBDA TERMS

In this section, we show how the enumerators we have defined can be applied to enumerate welltyped lambda terms. While this problem is well-studied [Fetscher et al. 2015; Palka et al. 2011;
Tarau 2015; Yakushev and Jeuring 2009], our goal is not to write a novel or particularly efficient
enumerator, but rather to illustrate how such an enumerator follows automatically from the definitions we have seen so far.
Let us first take a look at how to encode well-typed λ-terms as an indexed data type. Terms are
indexed by a context and a type (Type). Types can be either a function (⇒) or the base type (ι):
data Type : Set where
_⇒_ : Type → Type → Type
ι : Type
Ctx = List Type

We can then write the following well-known intrinsically-typed abstract syntax type for the simplytyped λ-calculus:
data Term : Ctx → Type → Set where
Var : σ ∈ Γ → Term Γ σ
Abs : Term (σ :: Γ) τ → Term Γ (σ ⇒ τ)
App : Term Γ (σ ⇒ τ) → Term Γ σ → Term Γ τ

The definition of Term is carefully chosen so that it is only inhabited by well-formed terms. Terms
are not only indexed by their type, but also by a context. To reflect this in the indexed description we will build for Term, we simply uncurry its type declaration, choosing the product type
Ctx × Type the index of our descriptions.
5.1

A description of well typed terms

To enumerate these well-typed terms, we need to represent them using the (indexed) descriptions
we have defined previously. We will write descriptions for the each of the constructors of Term
individually, before combining them into a single indexed description.
We start with an enumerator for membership proofs, which are used by the Var constructor.
We could use our generic enumerator for indexed families—but we will begin by showing how
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to define such an indexed enumerator by hand using a decision procedure type-eq? : (σ τ :
Type) → Dec (σ ≡ τ), that determines when two types are equal:
elems : (Γ : Ctx) (σ : Type) → Enumerator A (σ ∈ Γ)
elems []
σ = ∅
elems (τ :: Γ) σ with type-eq? σ τ
… | yes refl = pure Here ⟨∣⟩ There ⟨$⟩ elems Γ σ
… | no neq = There ⟨$⟩ elems Γ σ

Essentially, this function finds all the occurrences of a type σ in the context Γ.
Additionally, we will need to enumerate the types of the simply typed lambda calculus. To see
this, consider the App constructor of the Term data type. The type of the functions argument, σ
in our definition, is (implicitly) bound—to use the App constructor to generate new terms, we will
need to choose a suitable value for σ. To define this enumerator, we will the generic enumerator for
regular types. To do so, we need to define a description corresponding to the types of our simply
typed lambda calculus:
TypeD : Desc List
TypeD = one ⊕ (var ⊗ var)

This is the description as we saw for binary trees in Section 2. To get our hands on an enumerator for Type data type, we need to do a bit more work. Firstly, we observe that for any pair of
isomorphic types A and B, we can convert an enumerator of on A to one on B:
≃enum : A ≃ B → Enumerator A A → Enumerator B B

Using this, we can insight we can convert the generic enumerator TypeD to an enumerator for
Type, rather than Fix TypeD:
types : Enumerator Type Type
types = ≃enum type-iso (genumerate TypeD)

Here type-iso witnesses the isomorphism, Fix TypeD ≃ Type, between Type and its description
as a regular type. In this style, we can recover enumerators for user-defined data types from the
generic enumerators that are derived automatically.
We are now ready to define an indexed description for Term, starting with the Var constructor.
Variables require a proof that some type σ can be found in the context Γ, so we need an enumerator
that enumerates these proofs for any combination of context and type. Using elems, we can write
the description corresponding to the Var constructor using a dependent pair. Since we do not need
to store any additional information, the second component of the Σ is simply the unit type, one:
varD : Ctx → Type → IDesc (𝜆 A → Enumerator A A) (Ctx × Type)
varD Γ σ = ‘Σ (σ ∈ Γ) { elems Γ σ } λ → one

This example shows how to combine a hand-written enumerator (elems) in one that follows from
the structure of our types. The choice of the additional information P stored in the IDesc description
here is an enumerator of type Enumerator A A, for each type A that appears as the first component
of a ‘Σ constructor.
Next, we consider the constructor Abs. It produces a term of type Term Γ (σ ⇒ τ); its argument,
the function body, has type Term (σ :: Γ) τ. Given a context Γ, domain σ and codomain τ, we simply
recurse with the right choice of indices:
absD : Ctx → Type → IDesc (𝜆 A → Enumerator A A) (Ctx × Type)
absD Γ (σ ⇒ τ) = var (σ :: Γ , τ)
absD Γ ι = zero
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In the case when the desired type index is the base type, however, we cannot use the Abs constructor. Hence we return (the description of) the empty type ⊥.
Function application presents an additional challenge. The constructor App takes two recursive
argument, one of the form Term Γ (σ ⇒ τ) and one of the form Term Γ σ, producing a term with
type τ. The choice of argument type σ, however, is not determined by the index type of the resulting
application (τ). Since we define descriptions by induction over the index, we need to choose the
argument type σ first, using a dependent pair. Once we have chosen σ, the other components of
the application follow from two recursive calls to our enumerator:
appD : Ctx → Type → IDesc (𝜆 A → Enumerator A A) (Ctx × Type)
appD Γ τ = ‘Σ Type { types } (λ σ → var (Γ , (σ ⇒ τ)) ⊗ var (Γ , τ))

Just as we included the elems enumerator in the constructor for variables, here we use the types
enumerator to enumerate the elements of the first component of our Σ-type. From these pieces,
we create a description for well typed λ-terms as follows:
TermF : Func (𝜆 A → Enumerator A A) (Ctx × Type)
TermF (Γ , τ) = varD Γ τ ⊕ appD Γ τ ⊕ absD Γ τ

We define TermF as a coproduct of three descriptions; the description associated with each individual constructor that we defined previously is passed the context Γ and index type τ.
By structuring the description this way, we use the fact that TermF computes an appropriate
description from every index. For this reason it is not necessary to introduce explicitly equalities
to describe the decomposition of the index type when invoking absD. In general we can derive
such an “equality-free” descriptions for any indexed type where only constructors or variables
occur in the index. For dependent types where the indices may contain arbitrary (non-injective)
functions, however, this is no longer the case.
This generic enumerator, however, is not particularly efficient. The key inefficiency arises from
the types enumerator that produces values of type Type. Fortunately, however, we can experiment freely with alternative enumerators, for instance by starting with listing types that appear
in the context—which are more readily inhabited using the Var constructor. There is no magic here:
generating well-typed lambda terms remains a hard problem. Crucially, however, the generic definitions make clear which parts of the generation can be done mechanically and which parts require
further creativity. In particular, it is the enumerators stored in the ‘Σ that can be used to steer the
enumeration procedure.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1

Related work

There is a large body of related work on property-based testing, data type generic programming,
and data type enumeration.
The original work on QuickCheck [Claessen and Hughes 2000] has generated a great deal of
research in the area of property-based testing. The test data generation that we propose here,
however, is not random, but more inspired by similar libraries based on exhaustive enumeration
of values such as SmallCheck [Runciman et al. 2008]. Both SmallCheck and QuickCheck have been
ported to numerous different languages since their original publication.
More recently, ideas from such property-based testing tools have started to emerge in the context of proof assistants. Previous work by Dybjer et al. [2005] and Haiyan [2007] explores the
uniform random generation of indexed families in Agda. Work by Bulwahn [2012a,b] shows how
to enumerate the inhabitants of a syntactic subset of Isabelle. A more recent notable example, is
the work on QuickChick [Coq Development Team 2020; Dénès et al. 2014; Paraskevopoulou et al.
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2015] that ports QuickCheck to the Coq proof assistant. The uniform generation of indexed families is not at all easy. As a result, the random generation algorithm used in QuickChick is more
complex than the straightforward enumerators presented here. Each of these papers identifies a
notion of completeness (sometimes referred to as surjectivity) and fairness (or uniformity in the
case of random distributions). In a way, one of the key insights this paper provides is the simplicity
of the definitions, showing that enumerating indexed families is only slightly more difficult than
regular types. In a sense, the approach we take here is similar in spirit to LeanCheck [Braquehais
2017], that strives to define enumerators using a minimal set of combinators.
Similarly, there is a large body of work on randomly generating constrained data [Claessen et al.
2015] and inductive families [Lampropoulos et al. 2018]. Yakushev and Jeuring [2009] consider a
similar problem in the context of Haskell, showing how GADTs can be enumerated by representing
them using spine views [Hinze et al. 2006], extended with a form of existential quantification. They
demonstrate that their approach is powerful enough to enumerate well-typed lambda terms. Their
approach is, however, restricted to those invariants that can be expressed using a GADT, rather
than the indexed families covered in this paper.
6.2

Further work

Performance. When writing these enumerators, we have not focused on performance. Repeatedly
appending lists can quickly become a performance bottleneck. This might, in part, be possible to
address using the difference list representation during enumeration [Hughes 1986]—but there are
plenty of other opportunities for optimisations, such as fusing the repeated map operations over
intermediate lists. Finally, Duregård et al. [2012] have shown how caching the intermediate sizes
of the enumerated sub-terms can drastically improve performance when arbitrarily sampling from
the enumeration. It would be interesting to attempt to extend their techniques to the (indexed) data
types studied here, where we may be able to show how another iteration of our generic enumerator
grows the (indexed) list of values generated in a predictable fashion.
Fairness. The ‘column major’ traversal of a list of enumerated values is certainly less biased than
their concatenation. Although we use the merge operation to define hand-written enumerators in
applicative style, the generic enumerators only rely on the enumerators for pairs and sigma types.
Yet for these specific combinators, one might imagine a ‘diagonal‘ traversal of the enumerated
values gives a more even spread. New et al. [2017] give a more thorough treatment of fairness,
especially aimed at the fair enumeration of (potentially) infinite lists. In our setting, however, we
restrict ourselves to finite approximations of infinite lists, which makes things a bit simpler. We
use dependent types extensively in this presentation: although our fairness definition relies on the
comparison of natural numbers under the hood, we need to prove the completeness lemmas to
even formulate the desired fairness properties. Furthermore, we can avoid some spurious cases by
only ever comparing valid positions in a list, x ∈ xs, as opposed to any pair of natural numbers.
Automation. As our case study shows, there is still quite some overhead involved in manually
writing the descriptions corresponding to a user-defined data type. Using Agda’s reflection and
metaprogramming facilities [Van Der Walt and Swierstra 2012], it should be possible to automate
the derivation descriptions for data types, and their isomorphism converting between the two
representations. By also using Agda’s instance search [Devriese and Piessens 2011], we can then
automatically generate enumerators for user-defined data types.
Specification discovery and tactics. A surprising application of property-based testing is the automatic generation of specifications. QuickSpec [Claessen et al. 2010] is one such tool that, based on
QuickCheck. Given a set of functions, QuickSpec automatically generates collection of candidate
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equalities. This collection of equations is then iteratively refined by checking them against randomly generated inputs produced by QuickCheck, and removing those equations that are falsified.
The HipSpec tool [Claessen et al. 2012] takes these ideas one step further, by automatically proving
the generated equalities.
Given these enumerators of indexed families, however, we can do even better. Tools such as
QuickSpec only ever find equalities between terms—but oftentimes, we are more interested in proving that some inductive relation is inhabited. For example, given an insert function and isSorted
predicate, one might imagine generating the following statement:
∀ x xs → isSorted xs → isSorted (insert x xs)

Testing such suitable candidate theorems requires the ability to generate arbitrary indexed families, which QuickSpec cannot do. One potential application area of these results is the automatic
generation and testing of such statements.
Another potential application of these enumerators is in proof automation. Given a proof goal
encoded as an indexed description, we try to generate an inhabitant by calling our enumerator. One
might imagine extending this idea further, allowing the user to provide certain hypotheses that
may be used in the enumeration. In this way, we can write our own version of Coq’s constructor
tactic that can be easily configured to restrict the search depth, constructors used, or hypotheses
available.
Conclusion
We have shown how both regular data types and indexed families can be enumerated generically.
We have sketched the proof of completeness for both these generic enumerators, guaranteeing that
they eventually produce every possible inhabitant of every type; the enumerators we write in this
style use combinators that we have shown to be fair. Using these definitions, we have shown how
to write an enumerator for the terms of the simply-typed λ-calculus. Many of the pieces presented
here have already been studied elsewhere, but we feel that the uniform presentation of our generic
enumerators and the simplicity of our definitions and proofs, provides value beyond the sum of
its parts.
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